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30 Minute Hit 

"Women's Workout Cetner"

30 Minute Hit is a fabulous fitness center and kickboxing circuit, designed

specifically for women. The brainchild of fitness instructor couple, Jackson

and Deanna Loychuk, this gym is designed to offer the best possible

facilities in a non-intimidating space. Here, women of all ages and fitness

levels can join in for some muscle-stressing workout sessions. Under the

guidance of qualified experts, trainers and instructors, customers can

work towards achieving their target of staying in shape.

 +1 902 407 8882  www.30minutehit.com/  1544 Granville Street, Halifax NS

 by pixelcreatures   

Evolve Fitness 

"Varied Fitness Regimes"

When it comes to helping customers stay in shape and lose the extra

pounds, few other fitness centers can boast a track record as impressive

as that of Evolve Fitness. Owned and run by a pair of brothers, this fitness

center steers its customers onto a systematic course of staying fit. Its

experienced staff provide the necessary guidance, while its state-of-the

art equipment ensure the customers train in the best possible

environment. Yoga classes and semi-private training sessions are also

offered here.

 +1 902 240 2201  evolve-fitness-ltd.squares

pace.com/home

 admin@evolvefitnessltd.co

m

 3667 Strawberry Hill Street,

Unit 220, Halifax NS
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Fitness FX 

"Fitness Zone"

Equipped with state-of-the-art facilities and well-experienced staff, Fitness

FX is one of the best places in the neighborhood to work on your fitness.

Certified fitness experts make up its team of instructors and trainers, who

take you on a well-guided path to staying fit. Apart from the regular gym

facilities, this fitness center also offers classes in various disciples like

Pilates and kickboxing.

 +1 902 422 1431  fitnessfx.ca/  6330 Quinpool Road, Halifax NS
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360fit 

"Fitness Finesse"

A successful enterprise of Devin Sherrington, one of Canada's most

popular fitness trainers, 360fit is where you can achieve your fitness

goals. The trainers here are highly knowledgeable and they're always

available to answer your queries. Classes available here include Zumba,

the Russian KettleBell training, Tabata and bootcamp sessions. In addition

to this, state-of-the-art equipment aids immeasurably in the achievement

of your fitness goals. The groups are smaller, hence each member

receives personal attention from the respective trainers.
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 +1 902 407 2525  www.360online.ca/  info@360online.ca  170 Joseph Zatzman Drive,

Unit 4, Dartmouth NS

 by Jonas_Fehre   

ProEdge Elite Training 

"Train Like a Professional Athlete"

One of the most versatile fitness and sports training centers in the

neighborhood, ProEdge Elite Training provides top-notch facilities for

disciplines and sports across the board. This expansive facility is

dedicated to creating and developing skilled athletes. Armed with state-of-

the-art equipment, experienced trainers and instructors, and programs

based on science, this fitness center guides its members through rigorous

regimes. The facility also offers various focused classes for people of

various age groups, skill and fitness levels.

 +1 902 835 8502  www.proedgetraining.com

/

 info@proedgetraining.com  36 Duke Street, Bedford NS
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